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Sub. ECONOMICS  

1. A set of ICs drawn in a graph is called indifference map. Higher IC corresponds to higher level of income. 
2. Fixed cost 
3. It is an addition to total cost when one more unit of output is produced. 
4. It is the rate at which consumer is willing to substitute one commodity for another. It is the slope of IC. 
5. Fall in the demand for other. 
6. Price elasticity of demand measures the degree of responsiveness of quantity demanded  in response to 

change in own price of a commodity 
(a)nature of a commodity 
(b)availability of substitutes 
(c)proportion of income of income spent on a commodity 

7. The law of demand states that, other things remaining constant, there is an inverse relationship between 
quantity demanded and own price of a commodity. Table no. 3 ( page no. 110 of vk ohri). 

8. Opportunity cost is the cost of shifting resources from one use ( one opportunity ) to the other (other 
opportunity). In other words, a  benefit, profit or value of something that must be given up to acquire or achieve 
something else. Table no. 1 (page no. 21 of vk ohri) and explain the schedule. 

9. refer flow chart on page no. 114 of v.k ohri 

10.Reduction in the chances of people falling sick. 

Ensure better health , means regular work, increases the efficiency of the people ,shift in the PPC curve to the right 
. use diagram. 

  11.  The law of variable proportion states that if we keep on using more and more units of a variable factor with a 
fixed factor , TP will increase at increasing rate , then increase at diminishing rate , reaches maximum and finally 
falls . 

MP will first increase , then start falling but remain positive ,then become zero . Use diagram . 

Reasons 

Phase I : Initially variable input is too small as compared to the fixed input, As 

production is increased there is specialization of variable inputs and efficient 

use of the fixed input leading to rise in productivity of the variable input. As a 

result MP rises. 

Phase II : After a level of output a pressure on fixed input leads to fall in 

productivity of the variable input. MP starts falling but remains positive. 

Phase III : The amount of variable input becomes too large in comparison to the fixed input 
causing decline in total product. MP becomes negative 

Use Diagram .   



12. Producers equilibrium refers to a situation where the producer gets maximum profit. According to MC and MR 
approach ,the producer is in equilibrium when 2 conditions fulfilled 

(a)  MR= MC and (b) MC curve is rising . use diagram and explain diagram. 

13. According to law of equi-marginal utility the consumer is in equilibrium when the last rupee spent by him gives 
him equal marginal utility( satisfaction) whether he spent it on commodity 1 or commodity 2. 

Thus,  MUx/Px = MUy/Py= MUm. MUm is not given thus the consumer will be in equilibrium when: 
MUx/Px=MUy/Py . By  substituting the values 40/8 < 50/5, implying that the consumer is not in a state of 
equilibrium, thus a rational consumer will be prompt to shift some  expenditure from good x to good y. this would 
lead to a fall in MUy and rise in MUx. This process would continue till MUx/Py=MUy/Py.  

14. consumer equilibrium attain when he reached a point of maximum satisfaction. In terms of indifference curve 
analysis, Consumer reaches this point when when 2 conditions satisfied: 

(a) MRSxy =Px/Py  it is the situation when the slope of a indifference curve 

(IC is the locus of all such points which shows different combination of two commodities which gives equal level of 
satisfaction to the consumer.MRS is the rate at which consumer is willing to substitute one commodity for the  
other.)  

and the slope of budget line( budget line is the line showing different possible combination of 2 commodities 
which a consumer can buy, given his budget and prices of both the commodities. Px/Py is the rate at which the 
market allows the consumer to substitute x for y, given his income and prices of 2 coomodities) are equal or are 
tangent to each other. 

(b) IC is convex at the point of equilibrium. 

Use diagram and explain it. 

 

15. 

 

Output (Units) TVC AVC MC 
1 20 20 20 
2 32 16 12 
3 54 18 22 
4 80 20 26 

 

 

 

 


